
 

Bumper King Zapper 38

the bumper king zapper 38 is a simple, low cost zapper powered by an aa battery. it was created by j. e. vons and bunky dino. it is capable of firing 2aa batteries and comes with 2 batteries. the device consists of two parts: a zapper that has a "trigger" which has a safety that prevents it
from firing when not attached to the device, and a box with batteries. the charger is located inside the box with batteries. the device can be used on a variety of surfaces. the batteries are contained in a box with a lid that snaps shut. the device can be disassembled, and the batteries can

be removed and replaced if necessary. the zapper is capable of firing and can be reassembled without tools. the zapper is only as safe as the zapper. j. e. vons encourages a firm grasp. he states "it is always important to hold the zapper firmly, but also to avoid making it a point of
leverage by applying too much pressure. a firm grasp is the best way to ensure that the zapper does not accidentally set itself off." the zapper is made of plastic and is large enough that it is capable of being wielded. the zapper is not as effective as the previous model. it has a large
trigger and a large "bump" at the base of the zapper, the "bump" is designed to make it harder to strike the trigger. the bumper king zapper 38 is not a toy. it's a high-powered airsoft pistol. it's really just a small, tiny version of a real gun. i doubt that bumper king would make one of
these, if it were legal to make them. the bumper king zapper 38 is a very much improved version of the original bumper king zapper. the new version is slightly longer, and the bore is slightly smaller. the zapper 38 has a safety switch, which it is recommended to use when using the

zapper 38. the switch is available as a separate product, or as an option with the zapper 38.
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